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About This Game

With this games you can go shopping!
You will have to buy the products from a shopping list, with money and a limited time.

And you will also have to avoid colliding with the other people who are buying.
You must complete different levels of difficulty in two different supermarkets. One smaller and easier to explore and another

larger and more real.
You can buy the products as if you felt inside a real supermarket, being able to take them with your hands and leave them in the

cart.
In addition you can take objects from a distance and you can move freely teleporting to different sections in a simple way.

Finally, the different difficulties are unlocked as you overcome challenges.
They have also added some mini games in which you can do what you've never done in a supermarket but you've always wanted:

flip bottle challenge, basketball in carts, bowling with bottles, throwing tennis ball to product towers, and more ...

Features:

* Free movement:
- in every way with controller joystick axis

- floor point teleport
- teleport to supermarket sections

* Cart position change for improve body movements
* Grab products

- controllers with natural movement of your hand and fingers
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- controller point to product from a distance
* Cart information
- Products buyed

- Spent and remaining money
- Remove product by grabing or pointing at

- Time
- Action buttons

* Product information
- 3D product with its natural physics

- Description image
- Comercial panel image

- Price
- Video

* Shelves
- every size and hight

- translucent glass doors
- transparent glass doors

- fridges
* Distribution of the shelves

- Two different supermarket samples
- Applicable to any type of supermarket surface

* Cash register
- Buy button

- Cancel button
* Information about products and prices

- Heatmap of shelves or floor surface
* Shopping List

- List of products to buy and requirement
- Products buyed checked

* More:
- People for more realistic environment

- Ambient music
...
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Publisher:
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This game really is the next type of GD game. Amazing!. ALONE? hearkens back to those classic psychological horror games
where you have to solve many a puzzle while dealing with consistent scares and sounds along the way. For a game that is only
priced at $2, it surprisingly offers tons of replayability and versatility, as the game features multiple endings based on the way
you play the game. For that reason alone, ALONE? more than pays for itself. The graphical environment is very pretty for an
indie game, the story is intriguing off of the bat, and the atmosphere is genuinely spooky, but I wouldn't go so far to say that this
game will give you nightmares with the "jumpscares". Still, for the price of admission, it's definitely something to check out if
you're a fan of this genre. Here's a link to my Let's Play of the beginning of the game, let me know what you think: 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=BXJp7ba7TfI. https:\/\/youtu.be\/IK8FqVronY0

Very well designed game! Simple yet beautiful. I can't get over the well use of the bloom effect on the bit art and simple colors.
For this price, I think this game could serve as a good couch play game during hangouts.. Very detailed and interesting
documentary. Recommended if you loved the Amiga... even if you read the books by Bagnall or Mayer.

Note: In memory of Dave Needle.. I love this app. While I'm a big fan of Oculus Medium for freehand artistry, I'm constantly
frustrated by it's current lack of precision tools and it's inability to produce geometrically accurate models. This program fullfills
those requirements and does it in a very controllable and user-friendly environment. It's very quick to learn, a pleasure to use,
and is an invaluable tool if you want to quickly produce crisp, accurate models and environments in VR, without the steep
learning curve of programs like Blender. Highly recommended

Note: I'm currently using this on the Oculus Rift and it all seems to work perfectly so far (other than seeing Vive controllers
instead of Touch controllers whilst in the app).
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The skullport expansion is fantastic! It introduces a new mechanic while expanding on the base gameplay. If you liked the base
game but need to mix it up this is way better than the other expansion (undermountain).. This is the game... A game that takes
my imagination and desire to another level. A game that I've dream't to play as a kid.

Things that I've always wanted.

-Sandbox. In this game you can do whatever the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 you've ever wanted to do. Includes trade, kill,
mission, build, customize, and more.

-Explore. Space is endless. There are just way to much things to see in this game, you'll often or so find some special looking
space stations, ships, locations, and gears.

-Battle. Spend some money (ingame ofc, no shady micro transactions), to build a fleet of \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing space
destroyers.
Target a ship, and press the *Attack* button, then watch your swarm of drones, and ships opening fire.

-Trade. Feed your stations the materials needed, then resell them for greater profit. Or use your ships to transport wares from
one station to another to earn bonus money!

-Explore. Go a head and go to the edge of the map, often times there are hidden zones, far away from the highways.
Once in awhile, you're going to run into a pirate base and watch them bend you over.

But... There are something that must be mentioned. (basically Cons of the game)

-Complicated game. For inexperienced people, getting in this game is really overwhelming. Since the tutorials are bad, to say the
most. Many campaign missions requires research on the internet. An excellent website for this game is (roguey.co.uk) this site
provides many useful information that will make your experience less of an hassle.

-Buggy. The game is pretty buggy, but none of them are game breaking. Note, anything can be fixed by saving your game then
reloading the game. Occasionally these are some bugs that you'll encounter.
You'll be stuck in a station with cursor out on the screen.
Getting stuck inside of any ship and stations.
Ships doesn't execute orders you gave them.

-Checkpoint and autosave. This is by far the most annoying, IF you're like me; that is a lazy \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 that
forgot to press save in a regular interval, this can help you develop the skills to lmao. The autosave is
giant\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 only once a *long while* will initiate. So when you die during a battle, tough
luck. you'll have to go back 2 hours worth of work to the last checkpoint.
TL:DR press f5 when you completed any mission.

Basically those are the bad things.

But there are other small things that are worth mentioning.

Details. You can watch stations process the asteroid that you've gave it, and the station animation are awesome. When the
stations ran out of asteroids, the conveyor belt will stop moving and it will be empty.

When you're transferring wares, there are small spacecraft delivering the goods. Instead of just popping out of nowhere.
This could also mean, you can destroy someone's drones carrying stuff to disrupt their supplies.

When capital ships repair themselves, there are construction drones, that are out there performing repairs. When you destroy
some drones, it will slow their repair respectively. When you destroy their drone launcher and all their drones, their repair will
halt immediately.

This game is just so much fun, those people who were bashing it, needs to stop.. Game consists of one-day campaigns in the
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USA primaries, starting and ending at 0:00 UTC (real-time). Within this timeframe, you try to generate a majority of votes to
win the Whitehouse.
To do this, you can either click for votes or buy investments that generate a certain amount of votes per second, even when the
game is off. Unfortunately, the currency for this are the same votes, so you need to also earn back the votes you just spend. Try
to secure a landslide victory by winning all the votes.

This game has microtransactions.

Current bugs:
Some Achievements broken or conditions unclear
IAP purchases don't work. We liked it.
All of the controls are solid, and everything acts as expected. It was fun to play through as a family (local) and I suspect we will
play through quite a few times more before we're bored of it.

The only real downside is that there are only 9 holes, but the 9 holes are all very nice and for 2.99 (half of a trip to Starbucks) I
can't really complain. Hopefully there will be more holes added in the future. Even if they're 1.99 per 9 hole DLC, I'd buy it.

Good work. Fun game.. "Volter had 3 sons, Valker, Viper and Viktor..."
I lost after reading this.
Too bad main menu music persist in next three sequels.. This game caters to a specific type of gamer.
It is certainly not for everyone.

If you pay good attention to detail, enjoy puzzles, appreciate well-written stories, but also like some creepiness and the
occasional (very occasional) jump scare, this game is for you.

This game also carries an element of mystery, you're essentaily a detective with a psychological gift, who is attempting to solve
the mystery of a lost city. For spoilers sake, I won't say more. I will only say that the story is quite original and well-thought out.

The atrocities that take place in this forsaken city are grotesque to say the least.
If you've got a dark side and appreciate some great atmosphere and a solid story, this game is for you.
The score is also great.
Voice acting is good.
Visuals are done well.

Only complaint is that the ending seemed a little bit rushed.
Other than that, one of the best horror-mystery-indies I've yet to experience.

8\/10, would solve bloody skin-crawling mystery again.. This is a great puzzle game also has its unique ending.. terribly glitchy
and even on easy barely beatable. Great shmup! DonYoku is a cool shooter in the vein of DoDonPachi and Gunbird. I enjoy
playing it.. Game Information

Delicious: Emily's Christmas Carol is a Strategy game that was developed by Blue Giraffe & GameHouse and published by
GameHouse.

The fourteen chapter of the game's series. Previous installments as follows: "The Winter Edition;" "Delicious 2;" "Emily's Tea
Garden;" "Emily's Taste of Fame;" "Emily's Holiday Season;" "Emily's Childhood Memory;" "Emily's True Love;" "Wonder
Wedding;" "Honeymoon Cruise;" "Emily's New Beginning;" "Emily's Home Sweet Home;" "Emily's Hopes and Fears;" "Emily's
Message in a Bottle."

Please do note that not all of "Delicious" games are on Steam as of yet.

Even though this game is not labeled as a collector's edition. It has some extra features that are only available in the collector's
edition.
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Game Visuals

I want to mentioned that the visuals in the game is well done. The visuals can be adjusted in the game's option menu.

Game Audio

I want to mentioned that audio for the game is well done. Even though the audio is somewhat simplistic and repetitive. The audio
can be adjusted in the game's option menu as well.

Gameplay

This is a strategy game, where careful planning is required, due to limited amount of resources that are available.

There are three different game difficulty modes to choose from: Beginner; Normal and Expert.

There are ninety-one levels in total. The main story has seven chapters with the total of sixty-one levels and the challenge section
with the total of thirty-one levels. All levels has set objectives assigned to them that needed to be completed within the allotted time.

All levels has three star rating system. The stars are earned from playing the game. The star rating system represents how fast the
levels is completed. The star rating system: Three Stars (Gold;) Two Stars (Silver) and One Star (Bronze.) There is an opportunity to
replay levels for better star and score rating.

There are special bonuses that can be used in order to complete task objective much quicker. These special bonuses needs to be
purchases with money earned from playing the game.

There is a collectible in the game: Mouse. They can be found peeking out of a mouse hole on all the levels.

There are twenty-one different achievements that can be unlocked from playing the game. Each of these achievements does come
with some requirements that needs to be completed before they can be unlocked.

Miscellaneous

Final thoughts: I have found the game enjoyable to a certain extent. The replay value for the game is low. I would recommend this
game, but not at the game's full price value.
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